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Roomba 560 error 5

Chosen solution Means that the room is not filling properly. Here is a link that provides some information along with some troubleshooting: ... The indicator will vary by model. The Roomba 900 series says Charging Error Five (5). Please open the iRobot app for help. Wi-Fi connected
Roomba 600 and 800 series says charging error five (5). Please open the iRobot HOME app for help. Roomba 500, 600, 700 and 800 series says Fill Error five (5). Troubleshooting indicator, CLEAN, or battery flashes while charging. Select models that display ERR5 Overview Charging
error 5 means that your robot's charging system is not working properly. Make sure you're using ® iRobot. Charging errors may occur with counterfeit batteries. If you're using an iRobot battery and you've encountered this error, check your battery and charging contacts: Remove the battery
and look for anything that might interfere with battery contact, such as a yellow battery tweak tab. To access the battery, see the following images for the bolt location that protects the battery door or the lower cover of the robot. 900 and 800: Remove 2 screws. 700, 600 and 500: Remove
the 4 screws. Gently wipe the battery contacts with clean, lightly pressed melamine foam, such as Magic Eraser. Check for debris or dirt on the home base charging contacts® and robot. If you find it, use a slightly prismed melamine foam, such as magic eraser, to clean your filling contacts
in your home base and robot. This has been shown to be a proven method for completely removing residues from filling contacts. Filling contacts in the home base. Filling contacts on a robot. Reinstall the battery and replace the lower battery cover and port and install Roomba back into the
® and try to recharge it. If the message remains, contact iRobot Customer Care. Did Roomba just blast you and give you a terrible error code? Don't be scared! Some mistakes are easily corrected. See this detailed guide for troubleshooting information with your Roomba. Different models
have slightly different behaviors when it comes to displaying error codes: some just beep, some write down an error in actual words. Fortunately, the error codes themselves are mostly the same between different models. The following error codes apply to Roomba Series 500, 600, 700, and
800: Cleaning errors 1 Beep / Error 1 (Roomba 500 and 600 Series) Roomba says Error 1: Move Roomba to a new location, then press CLEAN to get started. This is usually due to Roomba getting stuck or a side wheel hanging. How to fix: Turn roomba and examine the side wheels, clean
any stuck hair or leftovers and push onto the wheels to make sure they can be freely withered and expanded. Finally, switch the roomba and press clean to see if the error has been corrected. 1 Gun or no voice error (Roomba 700 and 800 Series) the dust bin is properly poased back into
Roomba. 2 Beep / Error 2 Roomba says Error 2: Open Roomba's brush brush and clean brushes. If you get this mistake, the most likely culprit is the hair stuck on the brushes. You may not clean your Roomba brushes often enough, and your hair prevents brushes from rotating properly.
How to fix: Pull out your hair by following the instructions in this video: Tip: It's pretty much a clean brush on older models. Newer Roomba models, such as the 860 and 960, have replaced old brushes with brushes, making Roomba's maintenance much simpler. 5 Beeps / Error 5 Roomba
will message Error 5: Roomba's spin side wheels to clean. This error indicates that one of the wheels is stuck, which may be due to obstruction of one of the wheels. How to fix: Clean all hair and leftovers from the wheels and test that the wheels can rotate freely. 6 Beeps / Error 6 The
Roomba says Error 6: Move Roomba to a new location then press CLEAN to restart. This happens in one of the following situations: (1) cliff sensors may be dirty or (2) Roomba is stuck, at the edge of a cliff, or on a dark surface (which looks like a cliff at Roomba). How to fix: Wipe or
compressed air cliff sensors with a cloth, then just move Roomba to a new location and press CLEAN to restart it. 7 Beeps / Error 7 One side wheel is stuck. How to fix it: Check for obstacles, clear the barriers and push the wheels up and down to break any debris. Turn the wheels manually
to make sure they are moving freely. 9 Beeps / Error 9 The Roomba Will Say Error 9: Tap Roomba's bumpers to clean. This occurs when the bumper sensors are dirty or the area between the Roomba unit and the bumpers is dirty. How to fix it: First, touch the bumper several times to
unsutter any debris and make sure you can spring back in place. If this does not correct the error, you may need to clean the area between the bumper and the Roomba unit. This will clean up all the debris and also clean the bumper sensors. 10 Beeps / Error 10 Error 10: Spin Roomba back
wheels for cleaning. This means that the side wheels on Roomba (large wheels) cannot be spun or that Roomba is stuck on something. How to fix it: If Roomba is stuck somewhere, simply move it to a new location and press CLEAN to reset it. Otherwise, check that the side wheels do not
obstruct rotation. Push the wheels in and out to dissipte any debris and turn the wheels manually to make sure they are not stuck on something (e.g. hair). This error can also occur if you have a large, open area in your house with very few items. To fix this, use virtual walls to split a large
area into several smaller areas. For more details on this problem: see this forum post. 11 Beeps / Error 11 Error 11 is essentially the same error as Error 10. 4 Tone Dead Battery Sound fill roomba. How to fix it: Fully charge Roomba. Also follow these steps to extend room battery life:
Charge Roomba as soon as possible after each use. If your Sobaba has automatic connection, it will happen automatically. Do not leave Roomba released after vacuuming. Use roomba regularly. Batteries are designed to disappear and recharge frequently, so use them frequently. Keep
the dock connected and the roomba connected if not in use. Finally, if you don't use the roombe for more than a few weeks, take the battery and store it somewhere in a dry and cool place. Review and clean Roomba's cliff sensors Similar to error 6, you may need to clean or replace the cliff
sensors. Wipe the cliff sensors with a flour cloth to clean them. For details, see error 6 above. Please inspect and clean Roomba's Wheels One of the side wheels is stuck. Make sure that there are no obstacles to prevent the side wheels from turning. Push the wheels in and out to dissipe
any debris and turn the wheels manually to make sure they are not stuck on their hair or dust balls. For details, see Error 10. Remove and clean Roomba's brushes Rotible brushes cannot be rotated. This is usually caused by something, as the hair gets stuck in brushes. Take rotating
brushes or rollers under Roomba, as shown in this iRobot video, clean all obstacles, and then put the brushes back in place. In the future, do this regularly before an error occurs to ensure a long life for your Roomba. If you find this one weasy, the newer Roomba models are less
submissable to get their hair stuck. Roomba returns to the harbor too early with a full battery Confirm that the battery is not low. The battery indicator on the Roomba unit will shine green if fully charged. If so, reset Roomba: Roomba 500 and 600: Press and hold the SPOT and DOCK
buttons for about 10 seconds. Roomba 700 and 800: Press and hold the CLEAN button for about 10 seconds, the unit will display RST. After that, you will need to reprogram the time, date and also the redeployed cleaning. Charging error 1 Beat or Charging error One Battery is not
connected. Make sure the battery is installed correctly. If your Roomba is brand new, it means you haven't pulled out the plastic tabs that block the batteries. 2 Flashing or charging error 2 The current to the battery is too high. This error requires service by the manufacturer, but in the last
effort you can try to move Roomba to somewhere cooler so it can cool down. 3 Flashing or charging error Tri This charging error usually requires service by the manufacturer. It may also mean that the battery contacts are not in good contact with the battery. For special adventurous, remove
the batteries and try to bend the large contacts and try charging again. 5 Flashing or charging error Five First check the battery and charging Remove the screws at the bottom of the roombe to open the battery door. Find contacts as shown below and clean them with a dry cloth or dry
rubber radius. Do the same for contacts to charge at home base. Move the home base to a cooler one to make sure that the Roomba charging does not cause it to warm up. It is also necessary to place the home surface on a hard, whole surface to ensure proper alignment of contacts. 6
Flashing or charging error Six The battery has overtaken. This error occurs when the battery temperature reaches 75 °C. Move your home base to a cooler environment. Make sure nothing sits on top of Roomba while it fills up. 7 Flashing or charging error 7 The battery cannot cool down.
This error occurs when the battery does not cool down within 4 hours of charging or after use. Let Roomba cool for at least an hour, then fill it in a cool environment. If the problem persists, you may need to replace the battery. 8 Flashing or charging error Eight Roomba cannot communicate
with lithium-ion battery. The battery may be broken or just needs a replacement. 9 Flashing or charging error Nine Similar to charging error 8, lithium-iona battery may need replacement. Replacement.
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